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ABSTRACT

A new two-moment stratiform cloud microphysics scheme in a general circulation model is described.

Prognostic variables include cloud droplet and cloud ice mass mixing ratios and number concentrations. The

scheme treats several microphysical processes, including hydrometeor collection, condensation/

evaporation, freezing, melting, and sedimentation. The activation of droplets on aerosol is physically based

and coupled to a subgrid vertical velocity. Unique aspects of the scheme, relative to existing two-moment

schemes developed for general circulation models, are the diagnostic treatment of rain and snow number

concentration and mixing ratio and the explicit treatment of subgrid cloud water variability for calculation

of the microphysical process rates.

Numerical aspects of the scheme are described in detail using idealized one-dimensional offline tests of

the microphysics. Sensitivity of the scheme to time step, vertical resolution, and numerical method for

diagnostic precipitation is investigated over a range of conditions. It is found that, in general, two substeps

are required for numerical stability and reasonably small time truncation errors using a time step of 20 min;

however, substepping is only required for the precipitation microphysical processes rather than the entire

scheme. A new numerical approach for the diagnostic rain and snow produces reasonable results compared

to a benchmark simulation, especially at low vertical resolution. Part II of this study details results of the

scheme in single-column and global simulations, including comparison with observations.

1. Introduction

The importance of cloud parameterization in general

circulation models (GCMs) is well known (e.g., see re-

view in Stephens 2005). Despite increased computing

power, rather substantial simplifications still must be

made for representing clouds in current GCMs due to

the vast range of temporal and spatial scales associated

with cloud processes. Thus, cloud parameterizations

are a weak link in diagnosing interactions and feed-

backs relevant to global climate change using GCMs

(Stephens 2005).

While cloud microphysics must still be parameterized

in higher-resolution cloud-resolving and mesoscale

models, the large grid spacings of GCMs introduce ad-

ditional difficulties related to cloud-dynamical-

radiative interactions (convection in particular). GCMs

address this problem in part by a scale separation be-

tween the convective and stratiform cloud systems.

Convective clouds are treated by the convective param-

eterization(s), which typically employ a highly simpli-

fied treatment of the microphysics. Larger-scale, strati-

form cloud systems are treated by the “stratiform”

cloud microphysics parameterization, which typically

employs a more detailed treatment of microphysics.

In stratiform cloud microphysics schemes, nearly all

GCMs currently predict one or more species of cloud

water. Precipitation water is generally treated diagnos-

tically (e.g., Ghan and Easter 1992, hereafter GE92;

Rotstayn 1997; Rasch and Kristjansson 1998), but it

may be treated prognostically by retaining the time-

dependent equations (e.g., Fowler et al. 1996). Simpler

microphysics parameterizations diagnose the relative

amounts of ice and liquid as a function of temperature

(e.g., Del Genio 1996), while more complex parameter-

izations include separate prognostic equations for ice

and liquid (e.g., Fowler et al. 1996; Lohmann and
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Roeckner 1996; Rotstayn et al. 2000). In cold clouds

(i.e., cloud temperatures below freezing), the fraction

of cloud water present as liquid or ice has important

implications for the cloud radiative properties, because

droplets are typically smaller than cloud ice particles. In

addition, precipitation occurs more readily in clouds

containing substantial amounts of ice.

Microphysics parameterizations in GCMs are “bulk”

schemes, meaning that they assume some functional

form for the cloud particle size distribution(s) and pre-

dict one or more moments of the distribution, such as

the mixing ratio. A recent improvement in bulk micro-

physics schemes has been the prediction of two mo-

ments of the particle size distribution (i.e., mixing ratio

and number concentration). Prediction of both number

and mixing ratio increases the degrees of freedom and

potentially improves calculation of the microphysical

processes relative to using one-moment schemes pre-

dicting mixing ratio only. Two-moment schemes have

been used fairly extensively in cloud-resolving and me-

soscale models (e.g., Ferrier 1994; Meyers et al. 1997;

Khairoutidnov and Kogan 2000; Seifert and Beheng

2001; Morrison and Pinto 2005; Milbrandt and Yau

2005; Morrison and Grabowski 2007; Phillips et al.

2007). Simplified two-moment schemes have also been

developed for GCMs (e.g., Ghan et al. 1997; Lohmann

et al. 1999; Ming et al. 2007). A motivation for the

development of two-moment schemes has been the re-

cent focus on indirect aerosol effects, that is, the impact

of atmospheric aerosols on clouds and hence radiative

transfer (e.g., Twomey 1977; Albrecht 1989). The pre-

diction of both number concentration and mixing ratio

allows the effective radius to evolve in a much more

realistic manner compared to using one-moment

schemes that specify the cloud particle number concen-

tration or effective radius and allow for more robust

interaction between clouds and aerosols.

In this paper, we introduce a new two-moment pa-

rameterization for stratiform cloud microphysics and

precipitation in the Community Atmosphere Model,

version 3 (CAM3) developed at the National Center for

Atmospheric Research (NCAR). CAM3 is the atmo-

spheric component of the Community Climate System

Model (CCSM3). The new scheme includes prognostic

variables for the cloud droplet and cloud ice mixing

ratios and number concentrations, while precipitation is

treated diagnostically.

The new parameterization seeks the following:

1) a more flexible, self-consistent, physically based

treatment of cloud physics;

2) a reasonable level of simplicity and computational

efficiency;

3) treatment of both number concentration and mixing

ratio of cloud particles to address indirect aerosol

effects and cloud–aerosol interaction;

4) representation of precipitation number concentra-

tion, mass, and phase to better treat wet deposition

and scavenging of aerosol and chemical species; and

5) the achievement of equivalent or better results rela-

tive to the current CAM3 parameterization when

compared to observations.

The novel aspects of the scheme, relative to other

two-moment schemes recently developed for GCMs

(e.g., Ghan et al. 1997; Lohmann et al. 1999; Ming et al.

2007), are an explicit representation of subgrid cloud

water distribution for calculation of the various micro-

physical process rates as well as the diagnostic two-

moment treatment of rain and snow.

The goals of this paper are to document the new

scheme and to examine in detail its numerical aspects.

Part II of this study (Gettelman et al. 2008) presents

single-column and global results using the new scheme,

focusing on comparison with the control CAM3 scheme

as well as observations. Part II also details results con-

cerning cloud and precipitation particle number con-

centration and size. The paper is organized as follows:

section 2 provides an overview of the scheme; section 3

gives a detailed description of the microphysical pro-

cesses; numerical tests are described in section 4; and a

summary and conclusions are given in section 5.

2. Overview of the microphysics scheme

The two-moment scheme is based loosely on the ap-

proach of Morrison et al. (2005). This scheme predicts

the number concentrations (Nc, Ni) and mixing ratios

(qc, qi) of cloud droplets (subscript c) and cloud ice

(subscript i). Hereafter, unless stated otherwise, the

cloud variables Nc, Ni, qc, and qi represent grid-

averaged values; prime variables represent mean in-

cloud quantities (e.g., such that Nc � Fcld N�c, where Fcld

is cloud fraction); and double prime variables represent

local in-cloud quantities. The treatment of subgrid

cloud variability is detailed in section 2a.

The cloud droplet and ice size distributions � are

represented by gamma functions:

��D� � N0D�e��D, �1�

where D is diameter, N0 is the “intercept” parameter, �

is the slope parameter, and � � 1/	2 � 1 is the spectra

shape parameter; 	 is the relative radius dispersion of

the size distribution. The parameter 	 for droplets is

specified following Martin et al. (1994). Their observa-

tions of maritime versus continental warm stratocumu-

lus have been approximated by the following 	 � N 
c
relationship:
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� � 0.000 571 4N �c � 0.2714, �2�

where N 
c has units of cm�3. The upper limit for 	 is

0.577, corresponding with a N 
c of 535 cm�3. Note that

this expression is uncertain, especially when applied

to cloud types other than those observed by Martin

et al. (1994). In the current version of the new scheme,

� � 0 for cloud ice.

The spectral parameters N0 and � are derived from

the predicted N 
 and q
 and specified �:

� � ���N ���� � 4�

6q���� � 1�
�

�1	3�

, �3�

N0 �
N ����1

��� � 1�
, �4�

where � is the Euler gamma function. Note that (3) and

(4) assume spherical cloud particles with bulk density

 � 1000 kg m�3 for droplets and  � 500 kg m�3 for

cloud ice, following Reisner et al. (1998).

The effective radii for droplets and cloud ice needed

by the radiative transfer scheme are obtained directly

by dividing the third and second moments of the size

distribution given by (1). After rearranging terms, this

yields

re �
��� � 4�

2���� � 3�
. �5�

The time evolution of q and N is determined by grid-

scale advection, convective detrainment, turbulent dif-

fusion, and several microphysical processes:
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where t is time, u is the 3D wind vector,  is the air

density, and D is the turbulent diffusion operator. The

symbolic terms on the right-hand side of (6) and (7)

represent the grid-average microphysical source/sink

terms for N and q. Note that the source/sink terms for

q and N are considered separately for cloud water and

ice (giving a total of four rate equations), but they are

generalized here using (6) and (7) for conciseness.

These terms include activation of cloud condensation

nuclei or deposition/condensation-freezing nucleation

on ice nuclei to form droplets or cloud ice (subscript

nuc; N only); condensation/deposition (subscript cond;

q only); evaporation/sublimation (subscript evap); au-

toconversion of cloud droplets and ice to form rain and

snow (subscript auto); accretion of cloud droplets and

ice by rain (subscript accr); accretion of cloud droplets

and ice by snow (subscript accs); heterogeneous freez-

ing of droplets to form ice (subscript het); homoge-

neous freezing of cloud droplets (subscript hom); melt-

ing (subscript mlt); sedimentation (subscript sed); and

convective detrainment (subscript det). The formula-

tions for these processes are detailed in section 3. Nu-

merical aspects in solving (6) and (7) are detailed in

section 4.

a. Subgrid cloud variability

Cloud water variability within the grid cell of a large-

scale model is important because many microphysical

processes vary nonlinearly with cloud water amount.

For example, as pointed out by Pincus and Klein

(2000), Rotstayn et al. (2000), and Larson et al. (2001),

precipitation formation is highly nonlinear, resulting in

potentially substantial biases if only the mean in-cloud

cloud water is considered. As described by Tompkins

(2002), a wide variety of probability density functions

(PDFs) has been used in GCMs to represent cloud vari-

ability because of the difficulty in obtaining this infor-

mation directly from observations at small scales. We

view the PDF approach as more physically consistent

than tuning individual microphysical processes such as

autoconversion (as has been done often in previous

studies) because 1) subgrid cloud water variability in

terms of a PDF is a real physical quantity that can be

obtained, at least in principle, from observations or

high-resolution cloud models, and 2) the PDF approach

for cloud water variability allows for a self-consistent

treatment of the impact of this variability on the various

microphysical processes.
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Subgrid variability is considered for cloud water but

neglected for cloud ice and precipitation at present;

furthermore, we neglect subgrid variability of droplet

number concentration for simplicity. We focus on sub-

grid variability of cloud water because there is some

empirical basis for the underlying distribution func-

tions, as described below, and because cloud water

microphysics is comparatively well understood at the

process level compared with ice microphysics (param-

eterization of ice microphysics is complicated by uncer-

tainties in crystal habit, diffusional growth rate, ice

nucleation, aggregation efficiency, etc.). Here we as-

sume that the PDF of in-cloud cloud water, P(q
c), fol-

lows a gamma distribution function based on observa-

tions of optical depth in marine boundary layer clouds

(Barker 1996; Barker et al. 1996; Pincus et al. 1999):

P�q�c� �
q�c

��1


�

����
e�q�c, �8�

where � � 1/�2; �2 is the relative variance (i.e., variance

divided by q�c
2), and � � � /q�c (q�c is the mean in-cloud

cloud water mixing ratio). Note that this PDF is applied

to all cloud types treated by the stratiform cloud

scheme; the appropriateness of such a PDF for strati-

form cloud types other than marine boundary layer

clouds (e.g., deep frontal clouds) is uncertain given a

lack of observations.

Satellite retrievals described by Barker et al. (1996)

suggest that � � 1 in overcast conditions and � � 1

(corresponding to an exponential distribution) in bro-

ken stratocumulus. It should be kept in mind that

Barker et al. express variability in terms of cloud optical

depth; thus, it depends on both re and q
c as well as

cloud depth. They relate � to the cloud fraction [see

their Eq. (14)] but note that the “conditional variance

of � for a given cloud fraction is substantial.” They also

stress scale dependence of � and caution against using

this relationship between � and cloud fraction in models

with a horizontal resolution much different from 60 km.

Furthermore, the applicability of such a relationship to

cloud types other than boundary layer clouds is uncer-

tain. Despite these uncertainties, the key point is that

our representation of subgrid cloud variability has at

least some empirical basis (especially for boundary

layer clouds) and provides a consistent treatment of the

microphysical processes without the arbitrary tuning of

individual processes. Significant efforts will be required

in the future to better relate subgrid cloud water vari-

ability to observations for the range of stratiform cloud

types. For the simulations presented in Part II, the

model assumes a constant � � 1 for simplicity, although

sensitivity to the subgrid cloud water variability is dis-

cussed.

A major advantage of using gamma functions to rep-

resent subgrid variability of cloud water is that the grid-

average microphysical process rates can be derived in a

straightforward manner. For any generic local micro-

physical process rate Mp � xq
c
y, replacing q
c with

P(q
c) from (8) and integrating over the PDF yields a

mean in-cloud process rate of

M�p � x
��� � y�

�����
y

q�c
y. �9�

Thus, each cloud water microphysical process rate in

(6) and (7) is multiplied by a factor of

E �
��� � y�

�����
y

. �10�

The impact of different values of E on the various

microphysical processes for different � is shown in

Table 1. Subgrid cloud water variability has a large im-

pact on autoconversion and less of an impact on the

other processes, especially accretion of cloud water by

rain. As expected, E increases with an increase in rela-

tive variance (decrease in �).

Ideally, the subgrid distribution of cloud water

should be consistent with the subgrid variance of total

water, such as in the scheme of Tompkins (2002). Fu-

ture work will improve the consistency between the

subgrid treatment of the microphysics and the subgrid

treatment of the other aspects of the thermodynamics

such as the total water. This treatment could also be

easily extended to include cloud ice and precipitation,

although difficulties might arise if cross correlations

among different cloud/precipitation species were con-

sidered. Furthermore, subgrid variability at GCM

scales for these species is even less well understood

than it is for cloud water, but the development of new

satellite remote sensing tools (Stephens et al. 2002)

should help to address this issue.

TABLE 1. Enhancement factor E of droplet microphysical pro-

cess rates due to subgrid variability of cloud water, for different

values of inverse relative variance, �. The values of � of 0.5, 1, and

8 represent the mean values found by Barker et al. (1996) for low

cloud fraction (�0.2), broken stratocumulus, and overcast condi-

tions, respectively (although Barker et al. noted significant scatter

in values of � in overcast conditions).

Process rate

Inverse relative variance (�)

0.5 1 8

Enhancement factor (E )

Autoconversion 6.08 3.22 1.23

Immersion freezing 3.00 2.00 1.13

Accretion by rain 1.13 1.07 1.01
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b. Diagnostic treatment of precipitation

As described by GE92, diagnostic treatment of pre-

cipitation allows for a longer time step, because prog-

nostic precipitation is constrained by the Courant cri-

terion for sedimentation. Furthermore, the neglect of

horizontal advection of precipitation in the diagnostic

approach is reasonable given the large grid spacing

(�100 km) and long time step (�15–40 min) of GCMs.

A unique aspect of this scheme is the diagnostic treat-

ment of both precipitation mixing ratio qp and number

concentration Np. Considering only the vertical dimen-

sion, the grid-scale time rates of change of qp and

Np are

qp


t
�

1

�


�Vq�qp�


z
� Sq, �11�
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t
�

1

�


�VN�Np�


z
� SN, �12�

where z is height, Vq and VN are the mass- and number-

weighted terminal fall speeds, respectively, and Sq and

SN are the grid-mean source/sink terms for qp and Np,

respectively:
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The symbolic terms on the right-hand sides of (13) and

(14) are autoconversion (subscript auto), accretion of

cloud water (subscript accw), accretion of cloud ice

(subscript acci), heterogeneous freezing (subscript het),

homogeneous freezing (subscript hom), melting (sub-

script mlt), evaporation (subscript evap), self-collection

(subscript self; collection of rain drops by other rain

drops, or snow crystals by other snow crystals; Np only),

and collection of rain by snow (subscript coll). Formu-

lations for these processes are described in section 3.

In the diagnostic treatment, (�qp /�t) � 0 and

(�Np /�t) � 0. This allows (11) and (12) to be expressed

as a function of z only. The qp and Np are therefore

determined by discretizing and numerically integrating

(11)–(12) downward from the top of the model atmo-

sphere, following GE92:

�a,kVq,kqp,k � �a,k�1Vq,k�1qp,k�1

�
1

2
��a,kSq,k�zk � �a,k�1Sq,k�1�zk�1�,

�15�

�a,kVN,kNp,k � �a,k�1VN,k�1Np,k�1

�
1

2
��a,kSN,k�zk � �a,k�1SN,k�1�zk�1�,

�16�

where k is the vertical level (increasing with height, i.e.,

k � 1 is the next vertical level above k). Because Vq,k,

Sq,k, VN,k, and SN,k depend on qp,k and Np,k, (15) and

(16) must be solved by iteration or some other method.

The approach of GE92 uses values of qp,k and Np,k from

the previous time step as provisional estimates to cal-

culate Vq,k, VN,k, Sp,k, and SN,k. “Final” values of qp,k

and Np,k are calculated from these values of Vq,k, VN,k,

Sq,k, and SN,k using (15) and (16). Here we employ an-

other method that obtains provisional values of qp,k and

Np,k from (15) and (16), assuming Vq,k � Vq,k�1 and

VN,k � VN,k�1. It is also assumed that all source/sink

terms in Sq,k and SN,q can be approximated by the val-

ues at k � 1, except for the autoconversion, which can

be obtained directly at the k level because it does not

depend on qp,k or Np,k. If there is no precipitation flux

from the level above, then the provisional qp,k and Np,k

are calculated using autoconversion at the k level in Sq,k

and SN,k; Vq,k and VN,k are estimated assuming newly

formed rain and snow particles have fall speeds of 0.45

m s�1 for rain and 0.36 m s�1 for snow. The two ap-

proaches are tested in section 4.

Rain and snow are considered separately, and both

may occur simultaneously in supercooled conditions

(hereafter subscript p for precipitation is replaced by

subscripts r for rain and s for snow). The rain/snow

particle size distributions are given by (1), with the

shape parameter � � 0, resulting in Marshall–Palmer

(exponential) size distributions. The size distribution

parameters � and N0 are similarly given by (3)–(4) with

� � 0. The bulk particle density [parameter  in (3)] is

 � 1000 kg m�3 for rain and  � 100 kg m�3 for snow,

following Reisner et al. (1998).
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c. Cloud and precipitation particle terminal fall

speeds

The mass- and number-weighted terminal fall

speeds for all cloud and precipitation species are

obtained by integration over the particle size distribu-

tions with appropriate weighting by number concentra-

tion or mixing ratio:
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�
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� �a
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�
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�
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�b��� � 1�
, �17�
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a��4 � b � ��
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, �18�

where a0 is the reference air density at STP and a and

b are empirical coefficients in the diameter–fall speed

relationship V � aDb, where V is the terminal fall speed

for an individual particle with diameter D. The air den-

sity correction factor is from Heymsfield et al. (2007).

The VN and Vq are limited to maximum values of

9.1 m s�1 for rain and 1.2 m s�1 for snow. The a and b

coefficients for each hydrometeor species are given in

Table 2. Note that for cloud water fall speeds, subgrid

variability of q is considered by appropriately multiply-

ing the VN and Vq by the factor E given by (10).

3. Formulations for the microphysical processes

a. Activation of cloud droplets

Activation of cloud droplets, (�Nc /�t)nuc, occurs on a

multimodal lognormal aerosol size distribution based

on the scheme of Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000). Ac-

tivation of cloud droplets occurs if Nc decreases below

the number of active cloud condensation nuclei diag-

nosed as a function of aerosol chemical and physical

parameters, temperature, and vertical velocity (see Ab-

dul-Razzak and Ghan 2000) and if liquid condensate is

present. We use the existing Nc as a proxy for the num-

ber of aerosols previously activated as droplets because

the actual number of activated aerosols is not tracked

as a prognostic variable from time step to time step (for

coupling with prescribed aerosol scheme as is done in

Part II). This approach is similar to that of Lohmann et

al. (1999). Because local rather than grid-scale vertical

velocity is needed for calculating droplet activation, a

subgrid vertical velocity w� is derived from the turbu-

lent diffusion coefficient following Morrison et al.

(2005):

w� �
Kd

lc
, �19�

where Kd is the turbulent diffusion coefficient (the dif-

fusion coefficient for heat is used here) and lc � 30 m is

the mixing length. Note that mesoscale sources of w�

are neglected (e.g., orography, gravity waves). In re-

gions with weak turbulent diffusion, a minimum sub-

grid vertical velocity of 10 cm s�1 is assumed. Some

models use the value of w� at cloud base to determine

droplet activation in the cloud layer (e.g., Lohmann et

al. 1999); however, because of coarse vertical and hori-

zontal resolution and difficulty in defining the cloud

base height in GCM’s, we apply the w� calculated for a

given layer to the droplet activation for that layer. Note

that the droplet number may locally exceed the number

activated for a given level due to advection of Nc. Some

models implicitly assume that the time scale for droplet

activation over a cloud layer is equal to the model time

TABLE 2. Fall speed parameters for the cloud and precipitation

species.

Species

a

parameter

b

parameter Reference

Cloud water 3 � 107 m1-b s�1 2 Ikawa and Saito

(1990)

Cloud ice 700 m1-b s�1 1 Ikawa and Saito

(1990)

Rain 841.997 m1-b s�1 0.8 Liu and Orville

(1969)

Snow 11.72 m1-b s�1 0.41 Locatelli and

Hobbs (1974)
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step (e.g., Lohmann et al. 1999), which could enhance

sensitivity to the time step. This time scale can be

thought of as the time scale for recirculation of air par-

cels to regions of droplet activation (i.e., cloud base),

similar to the time scale for large eddy turnover; here

we assume an activation time scale of 20 min.

b. Primary ice nucleation

Nucleation of cloud ice by deposition/condensation-

freezing modes, (�Ni /�t)nuc, is calculated by assuming

the ice nuclei concentration active in these modes, NIN

(in units of L�1), is a function of temperature, T, fol-

lowing Cooper (1986):

NIN � 0.005 exp�0.304�T0 � T ��, �20�

where T0 � 273.15 K. Currently, in the new scheme,

NIN is not directly related to the aerosol characteristics

(e.g., concentration of dust aerosols), although recent

work (Khvorostyanov and Curry 2005; Kärcher and

Lohmann 2002, 2003; Liu et al. 2007) has begun to ad-

dress this issue. Because the Cooper ice nuclei concen-

trations are unreasonably large when extrapolated to

very cold temperatures, the number concentration is

limited here to the value calculated at �35°C (209 L�1).

The NIN is assumed to be constant for a given tempera-

ture; deposition/condensation freezing nucleation oc-

curs if Ni decreases below this value and T � �5°C.

Similar to the droplet activation parameterization, the

calculation of ice nucleation rate assumes a time scale

of 20 min. Note that homogeneous freezing of haze

aerosols (e.g., Liu et al. 2007) is not explicitly consid-

ered in the present version of the scheme. Ice multipli-

cation via rime splintering (Hallet and Mossop 1974) or

other processes is also neglected.

c. Condensation/deposition of cloud water and ice

The net grid-average evaporation/condensation rate

of cloud water and ice (condensation minus evapora-

tion), Q, is given by the fractional cloud closure scheme

of Zhang et al. (2003). Net condensation occurs when Q

� 0 (and net evaporation when Q � 0). This scheme

provides a link between changes in cloud fraction and

changes in total condensate and assumes that the grid-

scale saturation mixing ratio qs(T) is a weighted aver-

age of the ice and water saturation mixing ratios that

varies as a function of temperature. The partitioning of

condensation rate between liquid and ice in Zhang et

al. (2003) follows Rasch and Kristjansson (1998) as a

linear function of temperature. This partitioning is

modified here to include the Bergeron–Findeisen pro-

cess, similar to the approach of Rotstayn et al. (2000).

The local (in-cloud) deposition rate of water vapor onto

cloud ice A is given by

A �
�q*� � q*vi�

�p�
, �21�

where q*� is the in-cloud water vapor mixing ratio, q*vi

is the in-cloud vapor mixing ratio at ice saturation, �p �

1 � (Ls /cp)(dqvi /dT) is the psychrometric correction to

account for the release of latent heat, Ls is the latent

heat of sublimation, cp is the specific heat at constant

pressure, (dqvi/dT) is the change of ice saturation vapor

pressure with temperature, and the supersaturation re-

laxation time scale associated with ice deposition is

given by

� � 2�N0i�aD��i
�2, �22�

where D� is the diffusivity of water vapor in air. Here,

it is assumed that q*vi is equal to the ice saturation mix-

ing ratio at the grid-scale temperature. In regions con-

taining liquid, it is assumed that q*� is equal to the vapor

mixing ratio at water saturation, qvs. Assuming that Q

and � are evenly distributed within the cloudy portion

of the grid cell, if the local cloud ice deposition rate A

(assuming q*� � qvs) exceeds Q, then the new conden-

sate from Q forms as cloud ice. Correspondingly, if A �

Q, then the local “excess” condensate given by Q � A

forms as cloud water. For temperatures below �40°C, it

is assumed that any new liquid condensate is instanta-

neously converted to cloud ice by homogeneous freez-

ing. Thus, the fraction of Q converted to ice is given by

Fice � min(A/Q, 1), when Q � 0 and �40°C � T � 0°C.

It follows that the fraction of Q representing droplet

condensation is Fliq � max(1 � A/Q, 0), when Q � 0

and �40°C � T � 0°C. For T � �40°C, Fice � 1 and

Fliq � 0; for T � 0°C, Fice � 0 and Fliq � 1.

The growth of ice through the Bergeron process may

also deplete existing cloud liquid water if A � Q. Thus,

the total grid-scale condensation growth rate of ice is

�
qi


t
�

cond

� min�FcldA, FcldQ �
qc

�t
�, Q � 0, �23�

where Fcld is the cloud fraction and �t is the model time

step. The grid-scale condensation rate of cloud water is

�
qc


t
�

cond

� max�FcldQ � �
qi


t
�

cond

, 0�, Q � 0.

�24�

d. Evaporation/sublimation of cloud water and ice

If Q � 0, then it is assumed that droplets preferen-

tially evaporate before sublimation of cloud ice occurs.

If FcldQ � � qc/�t, then ice sublimation occurs if cloud
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ice is present. Thus, the grid-scale evaporation rate of

cloud water (excluding sedimentation from cloudy into

clear regions) is

�
qc


t
�

evap

� max�FcldQ, �
qc

�t
�, Q � 0. �25�

The grid-scale sublimation rate of cloud ice (excluding

sedimentation from cloudy into clear regions) is

�
qi


t
�

evap

� max�FcldQ � �
qc


t
�

evap

, �
qi

�t
�, Q � 0.

�26�

The reduction of grid-scale cloud water and ice num-

ber concentrations due to evaporation/sublimation,

(�Nc /�t)evap and (�Ni /�t)evap, is proportional to the cor-

responding reduction of mixing ratio.

e. Conversion of cloud water to rain

Autoconversion of cloud droplets and accretion of

cloud droplets by rain is given by a version of the Khair-

outdinov and Kogan (2000) scheme that is modified

here to account for subgrid variability of cloud water

within the cloudy part of the grid cell, as described

previously in section 2a. Note that the Khairoutdinov

and Kogan scheme was originally developed for bound-

ary layer stratocumulus but is applied here to all strati-

form cloud types.

The grid-mean autoconversion and accretion rates

are found by replacing the qc in Eqs. (29) and (33) of

Khairoutdinov and Kogan (2000) with P(q
c) given by

(8) here, integrating the resulting expressions over the

cloud water PDF, and multiplying by the cloud fraction.

This yields

�
qc


t
�

auto

� �Fcld

��� � 2.47�

�����2.47
1350q�c

2.47N �c
�1.79, �27�

�
qc


t
�

accr

� �Fcld

��� � 1.15�

�����1.15
67�q�cq�r�

1.15. �28�

The changes in qr due to autoconversion and accretion

are given by (�qr/�t)auto � �(�qc/�t)auto and (�qr/�t)accr

� �(�qc/�t)accr. The changes in Nc and Nr due to auto-

conversion and accretion, (�Nc/�t)auto, (�Nr/�t)auto, (�Nc/

�t)accr, are derived from Eqs. (32) and (35) in Khairout-

dinov and Kogan (2000). Because accretion is nearly

linear with respect to qc, subgrid variability of cloud

water is much less important for accretion than it is for

autoconversion.

Note that in the presence of a precipitation flux into

the layer from above, new drizzle drops formed by

cloud droplet autoconversion would be accreted rapidly

by existing precipitation particles (rain or snow) given

collection efficiencies near unity for collision of drizzle

with rain or snow (e.g., Pruppacher and Klett 1997).

This may be especially important in models with low

vertical resolution, because they cannot resolve the

rapid growth of precipitation that occurs over distances

much less than the vertical grid spacing. Thus, if the

rain or snow mixing ratio in the next level above is

greater than 10�6 g kg�1, we assume that autoconver-

sion produces an increase in rain mixing ratio but not

number concentration (because the newly formed

drops are assumed to be rapidly accreted by the existing

precipitation). Otherwise, autoconversion results in a

source of both rain mixing ratio and number concen-

tration.

f. Conversion of cloud ice to snow

The autoconversion of cloud ice to form snow is cal-

culated by integration of the cloud ice mass- and num-

ber-weighted size distributions greater than some speci-

fied threshold size, and transferring the resulting mix-

ing ratio and number into the snow category over some

specified time scale, similar to Ferrier (1994). The grid-

scale changes in qi and Ni due to autoconversion are

�
qi


t �
auto

� �F
��iN0i

6�auto
�Dcs

3

�i

�
3Dcs

2

�i
2

�
6Dcs

�i
3

�
6

�i
4�e��iDcs, �29�

�
Ni


t
�

auto

� �F
N0i

�i�auto

e��iDcs, �30�

where Dcs � 200 �m is the threshold size separating

cloud ice from snow, i is the bulk density of cloud ice,

and �auto � 3 min is the assumed autoconversion time

scale. Note that this formulation assumes the shape pa-

rameter � � 0 for the cloud ice size distribution; a

different formulation must be used for other values of

�. The changes in qs and Ns due to autoconversion are

given by (�qs /�t)auto � �(�qi /�t)auto and (�Ns/�t)auto �

�(�Ni/�t)auto.

Accretion of qi and Ni by snow, (�qi/�t)accs, (�Ni/�t)accs,

and (�qs/�t)acci � �(�qi/�t)accs, are given by the continu-

ous collection equation, following Lin et al. (1983),

which assumes that the fall speed of snow k cloud ice

fall speed. The collection efficiency for collisions be-

tween cloud ice and snow is 0.1, following Reisner et al.

(1998). Newly formed snow particles formed by cloud

ice autoconversion are not assumed to be rapidly ac-

creted by existing snowflakes, given aggregation effi-

ciencies typically much less than unity (e.g., Field et al.

2006).
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g. Other collection processes

The accretion of qc and Nc by snow, (�qc/�t)accs,

(�Nc/�t)accs, and (�qs/�t)accw � �(�qc/�t)accs, are given by

the continuous collection equation. The collection effi-

ciency for droplet–snow collisions is a function of the

Stokes number, following Thompson et al. (2004), and

thus depends on droplet size. Self-collection of snow,

(�Ns/�t)self, follows Reisner et al. (1998) using an as-

sumed collection efficiency of 0.1. Self-collection of

rain, (�Nr/�t)self, follows Beheng (1994). Collisions be-

tween rain and cloud ice, cloud droplets and cloud ice,

and self-collection of cloud ice are neglected for sim-

plicity. Collection of qr and Nr by snow in subfreezing

conditions, (�qr/�t)coll � �(�qs/�t)coll and (�Nr/�t)coll, is

given by Ikawa and Saito (1990), assuming collection

efficiency of unity.

h. Freezing of cloud droplets and rain

Heterogeneous freezing of cloud droplets and rain to

form cloud ice and snow, respectively, occurs by im-

mersion freezing following Bigg (1953), which has been

utilized in previous microphysics schemes [e.g., Reisner

et al. 1998, see their Eqs. (A22), (A.55), and (A.56);

Morrison et al. 2005; Thompson et al. 2008). Here the

freezing rates are integrated over the mass- and num-

ber-weighted cloud droplet and rain size distributions,

and the impact of subgrid cloud water variability is in-

cluded as described previously. While Lohmann (2002)

suggests the possible importance on the global scale of

heterogeneous ice formation via contact nucleation, it

is neglected here for simplicity and because ice nuclei

concentrations are not coupled to aerosol characteris-

tics in the current version of the scheme. Homogeneous

freezing of cloud droplets and rain to form cloud drop-

lets and snow occurs instantaneously at �40°C.

i. Melting of cloud ice and snow

For simplicity, detailed formulations for heat transfer

during melting of ice and snow are not included. Melt-

ing of cloud ice occurs instantaneously at 0°C. Melting

of snow occurs instantaneously at �2°C. We have

tested the sensitivity of both single-column and global

results to changing the specified snow-melting tempera-

ture from �2° to 0°C and found no significant changes.

j. Evaporation/sublimation of precipitation

Evaporation of rain and sublimation of snow, (�qs/

�t)evap and (�qr/�t)evap, are given by diffusional mass

balance in subsaturated conditions (Lin et al. 1983),

including ventilation effects. Evaporation of precipita-

tion occurs within the region of the grid cell containing

precipitation but outside of the cloudy region. The frac-

tion of the grid cell with evaporation of precipitation is

therefore Fpre � Fcld, where Fpre is the precipitation

fraction. Here, Fpre is calculated assuming maximum

cloud overlap between vertical levels and neglecting

tilting of precipitation shafts due to wind shear (Fpre �

Fcld at cloud top). The out-of-cloud water vapor mixing

ratio is given by

qclr �
q

�
� Fcldqs�T�

1 � Fcld

, Fcld � 1, �31�

where qs(T) is the in-cloud water vapor mixing ratio

after bulk condensation/evaporation of cloud water and

ice as described previously. As in the existing CAM3

microphysics parameterization, condensation/deposi-

tion onto rain/snow is neglected. Following Morrison

et al. (2005), the evaporation/sublimation of Nr and Ns,

(�Nr/�t)evap and (�Ns/�t)evap, is proportional to the re-

duction of qr and qs during evaporation/sublimation.

k. Sedimentation of cloud water and ice

The time rates of change of q and N for cloud water

and cloud ice due to sedimentation, (�qc/�t)sed, (�qi/

�t)sed, (�Nc/�t)sed, and (�Ni/�t)sed, are calculated with a

simple forward differencing scheme in the vertical di-

mension. Numerical stability for cloud water and ice

sedimentation is ensured by substepping the time step,

although these numerical stability issues are insignifi-

cant for cloud water and ice because of the low terminal

fall speeds (K1 m s�1). We assume that the sedimen-

tation of cloud water and ice results in evaporation/

sublimation when the cloud fraction at the level above

is larger than the cloud fraction at the given level (i.e.,

a sedimentation flux from cloudy into clear regions),

with the evaporation/condensate rate proportional to

the difference in cloud fraction between the levels.

l. Convective detrainment of cloud water and ice

The ratio of ice to total cloud condensate detrained

from the convective parameterizations, Fdet, is a linear

function of temperature between �40° and �10°C;

Fdet � 1 at T � �40°C, and Fdet � 0 at T � �10°C.

Detrainment of number concentration is calculated by

assuming a mean volume radius of 8 and 32 micron for

droplets and cloud ice, respectively.

m. Numerical considerations

To ensure conservation of both q and N for each

species, the magnitudes of the various sink terms are

reduced if the provisional q and N are negative after

stepping forward in time. This approach ensures critical
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water and energy balances in the model and is similar to

the approach employed in other bulk microphysics

schemes (e.g., Reisner et al. 1998). Inconsistencies are

possible because of the separate treatments for N and q,

potentially leading to unrealistic mean cloud and pre-

cipitation particle sizes. For consistency, N is adjusted if

necessary so that mean (number weighted) particle di-

ameter (��(� � 1)/�) remains within a specified range

of values for each species (Table 3). Limiting to a maxi-

mum mean diameter can be thought of as an implicit

parameterization of particle breakup.

For the diagnostic precipitation, the source terms for

q and N at a given vertical level are adjusted if neces-

sary to ensure that the vertical integrals of the source

terms (from that level to the model top) are positive. In

other words, we ensure that at any given level, there

isn’t more precipitation removed (both in terms of mix-

ing ratio and number concentration) than is available

falling from above (this is also the case in the absence of

any sources/sinks at that level). This check and possible

adjustment of the precipitation and cloud water also

ensures conservation of the total water and energy. Our

simple adjustment procedure to ensure conservation

could potentially result in sensitivity to the time step,

although as described in section 3, time truncation er-

rors are minimized with appropriate substepping.

Melting rates of cloud ice and snow are limited so

that the temperature of the layer does not decrease

below the melting point (i.e., in this instance an amount

of cloud ice or snow is melted so that the temperature

after melting is equal to the melting point). A similar

approach is applied to ensure that homogeneous freez-

ing does increase the temperature above homogeneous

freezing threshold.

4. Numerical tests

The previous section presented differential equations

[in time t and the three spatial coordinates x, y, z, see

Eqs. (6) and (7)] for cloud water and ice mixing ratios

and number concentrations. In addition, equations [in

height z, see Eqs. (15) and (16) and discussion below]

were presented for the diagnostic rain and snow mixing

ratios and number concentrations. In this section, we

focus on two key aspects of the numerical solution to

these equations: 1) sensitivity to time step and 2) sen-

sitivity to vertical resolution and the numerical proce-

dure for calculating the diagnostic rain and snow mixing

ratios and number concentrations. Broadly, our goal is

to find the minimum level of sufficiency required to

achieve an acceptable level of accuracy and numerical

stability.

These tests are performed using a highly idealized

one-dimensional framework with all physical processes

turned off, except the cloud microphysics, and no ver-

tical motion. This framework allows us to isolate issues

directly related to the numerics of the scheme. Warm

and cold conditions are used to test both the liquid and

ice microphysics. The model setup is as follows: for the

warm case, the atmosphere is initially isothermal with a

temperature of 293 K. Between 550 and 800 mb, the

initial relative humidity is 99% and a constant cooling

rate of 6 � 10�4 K s�1 and a moistening rate of 6 � 10�8

s�1 are applied to induce cloud formation. Below 800

mb, the initial relative humidity is 80%. No tempera-

ture or moisture tendencies are applied below 800 mb,

other than those produced by the cloud microphysics

scheme. One-day integrations are performed. Although

the vertical grid spacing in CAM3 ranges between

about 20 and 90 mb, here we use a constant vertical grid

spacing of 50 mb (except in the sensitivity tests as

noted). The constant grid spacing helps to simplify the

analysis, especially for the sensitivity tests varying the

vertical grid spacing. For droplet activation, a single

lognormal aerosol size distribution is considered, with a

mean radius of 0.03 �m, a relative standard deviation of

1.5, and a concentration of 200 cm�3. The subgrid ver-

tical velocity is set to 1 m s�1. Similar conditions are

specified for the cold case, except the initial tempera-

ture is 233 K and the cooling and moistening rates

between 550 and 800 mb are 2 � 10�4 K s�1 and 2 �

10�8 s�1, respectively. In this case, the initial relative

humidity is calculated with respect to ice. Note that for

both the warm and the cold cases, the specified cooling

and moistening rates correspond to rather strong forc-

ing. Additional tests have been performed with weaker

forcing to try to gauge the model performance over a

wide range of conditions.

a. Sensitivity to time step

Forward-in-time numerical integration of the micro-

physics may be expected to produce significant time

truncation errors as well as numerical instability given

the long time step in CAM3 (20 min) and relatively

TABLE 3. Minimum and maximum mean number-weighted par-

ticle diameter (�m) allowed for the cloud and precipitation

species.

Species

Minimum

mean diameter

Maximum

mean diameter

Cloud water 2 50

Cloud ice 10 400

Rain 20 500

Snow 10 2000
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short characteristic time scale for microphysical pro-

cesses (�20 min). Thus, we explore substepping in time

to address numerical instabilities and time truncation

errors. Results are compared to a benchmark simula-

tion that uses a 30-s time step; further reduction of this

time step produces little change in the results.

To apply the substepping, the microphysics scheme is

divided into three parts: 1) condensation/evaporation

(including the Bergeron process), 2) precipitation mi-

crophysical processes, and 3) sedimentation of cloud

water and ice. It is found that substepping over the

precipitation processes is critical, while substepping

over the other parts of the scheme has little impact.

This likely reflects the faster time scale associated with

precipitation microphysical processes compared with

other aspects of the scheme. Hereafter, substepping re-

fers to substepping of the precipitation microphysical

processes only.

Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the grid-mean

liquid water path (LWP) and surface precipitation rate

(PREC) for the warm case using a 30-s time step

(benchmark) and 1200-s CAM3 time step with either

one or two substeps (note that hereafter “one substep”

refers to calculation of all microphysical processes using

the full model time step). Significant numerical insta-

bility occurs using a single substep. This instability is

eliminated using two substeps; additional substeps have

little impact. Despite the rather severe instabilities us-

ing a single substep, the mean LWP and PREC differ

from benchmark by only 12% and 0.5%, respectively.

Mean vertical profiles of in-cloud liquid water content,

droplet number concentration, rainwater content, and

rain number concentration are virtually identical be-

tween the benchmark and run with two substeps (Fig.

2). The mean vertical profiles from the run with a single

substep are also generally similar to the benchmark,

FIG. 1. (top) Time evolution of grid-mean surface precipitation rate and LWP using the 30-s benchmark time step

(solid) and 1200-s time step with a single substep (dotted) and (bottom) using the 30-s benchmark time step (solid)

and 1200-s time step with two substeps (dash).
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except for the rain number concentration, which exhib-

its a large peak between 700 and 800 mb.

Results for the cold case in terms of grid-mean ice

water path (IWP) and PREC are similar to the warm

case, with the single substep resulting in numerical in-

stability (Fig. 3). The mean vertical profiles of ice and

snow water content are similar, while the profiles of

cloud ice and snow number concentration are some-

what smaller using the single substep (Fig. 4). Addi-

tional tests (not shown) indicate that numerical stability

is increased as the magnitude of the forcing (i.e., the

applied temperature and moisture tendencies between

550 and 800 mb) is reduced, for both the warm and cold

cases. In mixed-phase conditions, numerical instabili-

ties occur using both one and twi substeps, but not three

substeps (not shown). However, as detailed in Part II

(Gettelman et al. 2008), global sensitivity tests of the

scheme in CAM3 reveal little change using either two

or three substeps, but significant differences between

one and two substeps. Based on these results, combined

with the findings presented here, we have decided to

use two substeps in the standard version of the new

scheme. Because the substepping involves precipitation

microphysical processes only, the cost in terms of com-

putational burden is not as significant as it might oth-

erwise be. For the global results described in Part II, the

new scheme produces an increase in total run time of

12%–14% relative to the Rasch and Kristjansson

(1998) scheme in CAM3 using two substeps, although

the code used for these runs was not yet optimized for

efficiency.

b. Sensitivity to vertical resolution and numerical

method for diagnostic precipitation

As detailed in section 2, additional numerical tech-

niques must be employed when solving the discretized

equations for diagnostic rain and snow number concen-

FIG. 2. Mean vertical profiles of in-cloud LWC, droplet number concentration (Nc), rainwater content (RWC),

and rain number concentration (Nr), using the 30-s benchmark time step (solid), 1200-s time step with a single

substep (dotted), and 1200-s time step with two substeps (dash). The averaging period includes hours 6–24 of the

simulations.
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tration as a function of height [Eqs. (15) and (16) in

section 2]. Ghan and Easter (1992) solve the equation

for diagnostic precipitation mixing ratio by using the

mixing ratio at the previous time step to estimate the

mean particle fall speed and source/sink terms. In sec-

tion 2, we also describe a different procedure (hereafter

the “new” method) that uses values at the next vertical

level above to estimate the mean fall speed and source/

sink terms for solving the diagnostic precipitation (see

discussion below Eqs. (15) and (16) for details). Ideally,

one would like to iterate until a reasonable level of

convergence is reached for each time step, but unfor-

tunately the large number of iterations required for

convergence obviates this method except as a bench-

mark for testing the other approaches.

Results may also be sensitive to the vertical resolu-

tion given the sharp gradients of precipitation near

cloud top. For the benchmark simulation, we increase

the vertical resolution by a factor of 5 (resulting in a

vertical grid spacing of 10 mb), and we iterate the so-

lution to within 1% of convergence for each time step.

All of the simulations use the standard CAM3 time step

of 1200 s and two substeps as described in the previous

subsection.

Figure 5 shows results in terms of grid-mean LWP

and PREC for warm conditions using the benchmark

setup or either the GE92 or new approaches and a

vertical grid spacing of 50 mb. The GE92 method re-

sults in numerical instability that requires an increase in

the number of substeps from two to three to mitigate.

Our new approach is stable using two substeps but re-

sults in a mean LWP 13% larger than the benchmark.

Note that in their paper, GE92 show significantly more

sensitivity to vertical resolution (factor of 2 change in

LWP with 4 times increase in resolution); it is not

known whether our contrasting results reflect differ-

ences in the testing framework or in the parameteriza-

tion of the various microphysical processes.

FIG. 3. (top) Time evolution of grid-mean surface precipitation rate and IWP using the 30-s benchmark time step

(solid) and 1200-s time step with a single substep (dotted) and (bottom) using the 30-s benchmark time step (solid)

and 1200-s time step with two substeps (dash).
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FIG. 4. Mean vertical profiles of in-cloud cloud IWC, cloud ice number concentration (Ni), snow water content

(SWC), and snow number concentration (Ns), using 30-s benchmark time step (solid), 1200-s time step with a single

substep (dotted), and 1200-s time step with two substeps (dash). The averaging period includes hours 6–24 of the

simulations.

FIG. 5. Time evolution of grid-mean surface precipitation rate and LWP using the benchmark 10-mb vertical grid

spacing and convergent iterative solution for diagnostic precipitation (solid), 50-mb vertical grid spacing and the

GE92 approach for diagnostic precipitation (dotted), and 50-mb vertical grid spacing and the new approach (dash).
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Mean vertical profiles of in-cloud liquid water con-

tent, droplet number concentration, rainwater content,

and rain number concentration for the warm case are

shown in Fig. 6. Profiles of liquid water content are

similar among the runs, which is consistent with the

overall similarity of LWP. The profiles of droplet num-

ber concentration are also similar. However, more sig-

nificant differences are apparent for the rainwater con-

tent and number concentration. More specifically, the

benchmark simulation shows a peak in the rainwater

content of about 0.2 g m�3 occurring at 800 mb, and a

sharp peak in rain number concentration near cloud

top. The new approach captures these features fairly

well, although the rain number concentration tends to

be too large near its peak. In contrast, the GE92 ap-

proach produces a much different shape for the rain

profiles, with maximum rainwater content exceeding

1.5 g m�3 near the surface, and maximum number con-

centration of 150 L�1 occurring near 800 mb. Note that

most of the difference relative to the benchmark is due

to use of the different methods in solving (15) and (16)

rather than lower vertical resolution. A test using the

convergent iterative solution, but with low vertical

resolution (50-mb spacing), produces results that are

similar to the benchmark, except that the peak rain

number concentration is only about half as large (not

shown). Differences among the various solutions are

much smaller for the cold case.

As expected, differences between the approaches are

reduced as the vertical resolution is increased. The nu-

merical instability produced by the GE92 method with

the baseline grid spacing (50 mb) is also substantially

reduced with higher resolution, although instabilities

are still present over the first several time steps. Over-

all, these results suggest that constraints on numerical

stability and accuracy are dependent in a rather com-

plex way on the various numerical aspects of the

scheme tested here. Because of the improved results at

FIG. 6. Mean vertical profiles of in-cloud LWC, Nc, RWC, and Nr using the benchmark 10-mb vertical grid

spacing and convergent iterative solution for diagnostic precipitation (solid), 50-mb vertical grid spacing and the

GE92 approach for diagnostic precipitation (dotted), and 50-mb vertical grid spacing and the new approach (dash).

The averaging period includes hours 6–24 of the simulations.
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low resolution, especially in terms of numerical stabil-

ity, we have chosen to use the new approach in the

standard version of the new scheme rather than the

GE92 method. Additional tests (not shown) indicate

that differences between the GE92 and new procedures

are diminished as the magnitude of the forcing (i.e.,

applied temperature and water vapor tendencies) is re-

duced.

5. Summary and conclusions

This paper has presented a new two-moment strati-

form cloud microphysics scheme for the Community

Atmosphere Model (CAM) GCM. Single-column and

global results are presented in Part II (Gettelman et al.

2008), including a detailed comparison with observa-

tions. Prognostic variables include cloud droplet and

cloud ice mixing ratios and number concentrations.

Rain and snow mixing ratios and number concentra-

tions are treated diagnostically. The parameterization

of liquid microphysical processes has a strong physical

basis at the process level. Instead, the major uncertain-

ties concern the cloud “macrophysical” assumptions—

cloud fraction, fractional condensation closure, and

subgrid cloud water distribution. The parameterization

of ice microphysics is less constrained at the process

level than it is for liquid due to large uncertainties in

crystal habit, diffusional growth rate, ice nucleation, ag-

gregation efficiency, and so on. These uncertainties rep-

resent a major challenge to future parameterization de-

velopment in both GCMs and higher-resolution mod-

els.

The key novel aspects of the scheme relative to other

two-moment schemes that have been recently devel-

oped for GCMs (e.g., Ghan et al. 1997; Lohmann et al.

1999; Ming et al. 2007) are the explicit treatment of a

subgrid cloud water distribution for calculation of the

microphysical processes and the diagnostic two-

moment representation (both mixing ratio and number

concentration) of rain and snow. Both of these features

improve the physical basis of the scheme. Although the

treatment of the subgrid cloud water distribution is at

present rather crude (a gamma distribution with con-

stant relative variance), it is hoped that observations

and cloud modeling studies will be able to better con-

strain these distributions in the future. We have also at

present neglected subgrid distributions of cloud ice and

precipitation; this important problem is also left for fu-

ture work. Detailed evaluation of the diagnostic treat-

ment of the rain and snow mixing ratios and number

concentrations is given in Part II.

This paper also described testing of various numeri-

cal aspects of the scheme. We view this as a critical, if

often overlooked issue in the development and testing

of physical parameterizations in climate models. As the

model physics are improved, care must be taken to

minimize the impact of the numerical treatment, so that

the solution is dependent on the improved physics. We

focused this testing on two broad issues: 1) sensitivity to

time step and 2) sensitivity to vertical resolution and

the numerical solution for diagnostic precipitation.

Substepping the precipitation microphysical processes

in time was necessary to achieve numerical stability and

minimize time-truncation errors, although in general

only two substeps were required, except in mixed-phase

conditions. Some sensitivity to vertical resolution was

exhibited, although in our idealized tests the liquid wa-

ter path and surface precipitation rate varied less than

13% with a fivefold decrease in the vertical grid spac-

ing. Little sensitivity to vertical resolution was exhib-

ited for the cold (ice only) case. The use of different

methods to solve the equations for diagnostic precipi-

tation had a significant impact on the mean vertical

profiles of rainwater content and number concentra-

tion, as well as on the numerical stability; however, this

impact was lessened as the vertical grid spacing was

decreased. The idealized tests shown here used rather

strong forcing in terms of the applied temperature and

water tendencies. In general, it was found that numeri-

cal issues (e.g., instability and truncation errors) were

less important as the magnitude of this forcing was de-

creased.
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